Social learning for everyone.

Flipgrid is the leading video discussion platform for millions of PreK to PhD educators, students, families and organizations around the world. Engage your community today!

Learning loves community.

Flipgrid is simple. Create a Grid for your classroom or community. Add a Topic to spark the discussion. Students respond with short videos on any browser, Chromebook, tablet, or mobile device. ALL of your students can view the videos and engage. You can moderate videos, provide custom feedback, set the privacy rules, and much more.

Sign up for FREE today at flipgrid.com

It takes less than a minute!
Spark creativity.

Reflect on previous experiences, share a booktalk, discuss current projects and events, delve into STEAM ideas, or collaborate on anything. If you believe it’s valuable for students to verbalize their learning process ... that’s the power of a Flipgrid Topic!

STEM vs. STEAM

Sep 7

Share your thoughts on the future value of STEM versus STEAM in your classroom and education. Your ideas may shape the world one day!

Math Hr 5 introductions!

Aug 10

Welcome! Please introduce yourself to the class and share your favorite math moment from the summer.

Your book talk!

Nov 8

What is your favorite book from the last month? Share a 90-second booktalk with the class and inspire your classmates to read your book!

Exploring our Solar System

Aug 13

Explore the diagram above. The Solar System is the gravitationally bound system comprising the Sun and...

Chromebooks, all browsers, any iOS or Android device ... Flipgrid works seamlessly and integrates EVERYWHERE

Flipgrid One

Free
for everyone

1 Grid, Unlimited Topics
Unlimited student videos (up to 90-sec)
Simple individual student feedback
Private video sharing with families

Flipgrid Classroom

$65
per educator per year

Unlimited Grids, Unlimited Topics
Unlimited student videos (up to 5-min)
Unlimited student replies-to-responses
+ more than 50 Classroom Features

Flipgrid Classroom 5-Pack

$200
per year

Flipgrid District / University

hello@flipgrid.com
Let's chat!